Munich, beer and the Hofbräuhaus – they've all belonged together for the past 400 years. Since the early 19th century, the famous beer cellar at the heart of the city has been a magnet for the people of Munich and travelers from every corner of the globe. It’s delicious beer, traditional specialties, legendary Gemütlichkeit and fascinating history have made the Hofbräuhaus into the most famous beer cellar in the world.

All conference participants are kindly invited to experience the Hofbräuhaus Gemütlichkeit at the Platzl in the heart of Munich.

The Hofbräuhaus can be conveniently reached by public transport from the conference venue (Directions, recommended departure from the conference cite 18:15).

**Route to “Hofbräuhaus“**

From Neuperlach-Süd take S7 direction “Wolfratshausen” or U5 direction “Laimer Platz”

- **Possibility one: S7:** exit station “Marienplatz” (underground). Once you’ve made your way up to the surface find the “Rathaus”
Facing the Rathaus turn right and start walking...through the gate.

Which brings you to the street “Im Tal”. For the rest of the way, please have a look on the map.
- **Possibility two:** U5 exit station “Odeonsplatz”…again you’ll be underground…don’t worry, there are escalators…

On the surface you should be able to find this:

...there will be more people around than shown on this picture. Pass the “Feldherrnhalle” on the left and follow the road until you hit “Maximilian Strasse” on the left. For the rest of the way, please have a look on the map.

Good luck, and do not throw this paper away. It’s a lot harder to find your way *after* you’ve been to Hofbräuhaus.